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Cavitation Influence on von
Kármán Vortex Shedding and
Induced Hydrofoil Vibrations
The present study deals with the shedding process of the von Kármán vortices at the
trailing edge of a 2D hydrofoil at high Reynolds number Reh�25�103–65�103. This
research focuses mainly on the effects of cavitation and fluid-structure interaction on the
mechanism of the vortex generation. The vortex shedding frequency, derived from the
flow-induced vibration measurement, is found to follow the Strouhal law provided that no
hydrofoil resonance frequencies are excited, i.e., lock-off. For such a regime, the von
Kármán vortices exhibit strong spanwise 3D instabilities and the cavitation inception
index is linearly dependent on the square root of the Reynolds number. In the case of
resonance, the vortex shedding frequency is locked onto the hydrofoil eigenfrequency and
the spatial coherence is enhanced with a quasi-2D shape. The measurements of the
hydrofoil wall velocity amplitude and phase reveal the first torsion eigenmotion. In this
case, the cavitation inception index is found to be significantly increased compared to
lock-off conditions. It makes clear that the vortex roll-up is amplified by the phase locked
vibrations of the trailing edge. For the cavitation inception index, a new correlation
relationship that encompasses the entire range of Reynolds numbers, including both the
lock-off and the lock-in cases, is proposed and validated. In contrast to the earlier
models, the new correlation takes into account the trailing edge displacement velocity. In
addition, it is found that the transverse velocity of the trailing edge increases the vortex
strength linearly. This effect is important in the context of the fluid-structure interaction,
since it implies that the velocity of the hydrofoil trailing edge increases the fluctuating
forces on the body. It is also demonstrated that cavitation developing in the vortex street
cannot be considered as a passive agent for the turbulent wake flow. In fact, for fully
developed cavitation, the vortex shedding frequency increases up to 15%, which is ac-
companied by the increase of the vortex advection velocity and reduction of the stream-
wise vortex spacing. In addition, a significant increase of the vortex-induced vibration
level is found at cavitation onset. These effects are addressed and thought to be a result
of the increase of the vorticity by cavitation. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2746907�
ntroduction
Vortex shedding is the dominant feature of two-dimensional

2D� body wakes. Due to its fundamental importance and the wide
ange of industrial applications including heat exchangers, under-
ater drilling rig, and electric transmission lines, vortex shedding
as been studied intensively for the flow past cylinders and some
ther bluff bodies. In contrast, the vortex shedding past hydrofoils
as been studied to much less extent, particularly for high Rey-
olds numbers, despite numerous practical applications; for ex-
mple, in ship propulsion and hydropower generation. The lack of
xperimental data for hydrofoils becomes particularly evident to-
ay, since engineers tend to use materials to their limits, causing
tructures to be more flexible, so that the vortex-induced vibra-
ions become one of the primary damage mechanisms �Blevins
1��. For instance, it is found that the vibrations caused by von
ármán vortex shedding can cause premature and fatigue cracks

n the stay vanes of turbines. Recently, Lockey et al. �2� and Shi
3� report on the damage of runners due to resonance regime, i.e.,
ock-in. Besides, depending on the pressure level in the flow, cavi-
ation can occur in the shed vortices. However, except for several
arly studies, the phenomenon of cavitation developing in the
hed vortices has been ignored for a long time. The goal of the
resent work is to investigate the effect of cavitation and fluid-
tructure interaction on the development of the von Kármán vor-
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tex street in the wake of a 2D hydrofoil at high Reynolds num-
bers. The role of the hydrofoil vibration in the cavitation inception
and vortices strength is pointed out.

Placed in a fluid stream, bluff bodies generate separated flow
over a substantial proportion of their surface that extends to their
wake. The detachment of the boundary layers on both upper and
lower surfaces forms two shear layers generating above critical
values of Reynolds numbers, a periodic array of discrete vortices
termed von Kármán street. In a range of upstream velocity, the
vortex shedding frequency is known to follow the Strouhal law.
From a hydrodynamic point of view, the instability of the shear
layer separating from a circular cylinder has been extensively in-
vestigated; see Williamson and Roshko �4� for a comprehensive
review. Many authors observe that the wake structure may exhibit
a 3D aspect even if the obstacle and the upcoming flow are 2D.
Gerrard �5� observed curved vortices and suspected that the cyl-
inder end conditions might be the cause. Tritton �6� and Slaouti
and Gerrard �7� report that vortices may be shed at a swept angle
from the cylinder axis, which is called oblique shedding. Gerich
and Eckelmann �8�, Prasad and Williamson �9�, and Williamson
�10� find that the spanwise end conditions control the primary
vortex shedding and significantly affect the stability of the sepa-
rating shear layer.

Vortex-induced vibration and fluid-structure interaction phe-
nomena have been subjected to much research, which Rockwell
�11� and Williamson and Govardhan �12� have reviewed. It is well
known that the bodies that shed spanwise vortices may be excited
into oscillation by the fluctuating side forces resulting from such

vortices. For instance, the resonance occurs when the vortex shed-
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ing frequency coincides with one of the eigenfrequencies of the
ombined fluid-structure system. In the case where the response
mplitude becomes sufficiently large, the structural displacement
an control the fluid excitation, leading to the so-called “lock-in”
henomenon. The vortex shedding frequency is therefore
locked” onto the structural eigenfrequency over a rather extended
ange of free stream velocity magnitudes. With large structural
isplacement, the vortex strength is increasing as well as the pe-
iodic forces. And with the axial correlation of vorticity increas-
ng, the periodic forces are further increased. Therefore, the vibra-
ion increases until the energy fed into the structure by the flow
quals the energy dissipated per cycle. The response of freely
ibrating cylinders is detailed by Feng �13�. For a lightly damped
ircular cylinder, vibration amplitude hysteresis is observed when
educed velocity is increased over a certain range and then is
ecreased back over the same range. However, this hysteresis is
till to be fully explained. Davies �14� compared the wake struc-
ure for stationary and oscillating bluff bodies. The results showed
n increase of 35% in the circulation of vortices shed from the
scillating cylinder, compared with those in the wake of a station-
ry body. Gilbert and Sigurdson �15� investigated the influence of
he structural vibration on the vortex street morphology. They vi-
ualized hydrogen bubble flow of a self-oscillating cylinder vortex
treet “void.” Interestingly, “voids” did not originate at nodes in
he cylinder’s vibration; they were seen to appear where the cyl-
nder is vibrating at amplitudes that appear to be a large fraction
f the cylinder’s diameter.

When the pressure is low enough, bubbles filled with vapor and
oncondensable gas are initiated and persist in the center of indi-
idual shed vortices. Sridhar and Katz �16� investigated the effect
f entrained bubbles on the structure of vortex rings. They dem-
nstrated that few microscopic bubbles are able to fragment the
ore of the vortex into two regions with peak vorticities that were
0% higher than the original maximum vorticity. Considering a
ankine vortex, Arndt and Keller �17� established that the maxi-
um velocity in the cavitation vortex is �2 higher than in the

oncavitating vortex. Young and Holl �18� investigated the case of
flow around wedges. They observed that the cavitation develop-
ent in the wake increased the shedding frequency by up to 25%

nd therefore affected the dynamics of the von Kármán street.
upont et al. �19� confirmed these results in the case of a 2D
ydrofoil. Models for cavitation inception in the wake of bluff
odies have been presented by Belahadji et al. �20� and Arndt
21�. The models lead to a linear �i��Reh law that correctly
redicts the correlation between the cavitation inception index and
he Reynolds number for the considered range of upstream veloci-
ies. Although remarkably successful in describing the cavitation
nception for fixed bluff bodies, none of these studies provides a
irect insight into the role of the trailing edge vibration on the
avitation occurrence.

In this paper, the experimental setup and the measuring tech-
iques are first presented. The following section is devoted to the
xperimental results of the fluid-structure interaction in the cavi-
ation free regime: the vortex shedding frequency and the hydro-
oil vibration amplitude are evidenced as well as the lock-in and
he corresponding eigenmode. The next section studies the fluid-
tructure interactions’ influence on cavitation inception: a direct
nsight is provided into the role of the hydrofoil trailing edge
ibration. Finally, the cavitation development for both lock-off
nd lock-in conditions are illustrated through wake visualizations
nd flow-induced vibration analysis. The paper’s conclusions are
ummarized in the last section.

xperimental Setup
The Ecole polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne �EPFL� high-

peed cavitation tunnel, outlined in Fig. 1, is a closed loop with a
est section of 150�150�750 mm �Avellan et al. �22��. The op-
rating flow parameters are the upstream velocity Cref and the

avitation index �. The incidence angle of the hydrofoil � is kept
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at 0 deg and the cavitation index is set above 0.2 to allow cavita-
tion occurrence only in the wake and not on the hydrofoil wall.

The experimental 2D hydrofoil, sketched in Fig. 2, is a blunt
truncated NACA 0009 made of stainless steel. The trailing edge
thickness h is 3.22 mm and its chord length L and span b are
100 mm and 150 mm, respectively. The hydrofoil mounting in the
test section can be considered as a perfect embedding on one side
and pivot embedding on the other.

A specific optical probe is developed to investigate the vortex
advection velocity, the shedding frequency and the intervortex
spacing for different cavitation development. As sketched in Fig.
3, two parallel laser beams, 4 mm apart, which are periodically
interrupted by the von Kármán vortex cavitation, are set to cross
the wake. Two fast photodiodes are placed to track the light beam
intensities modulated by the passing cavities. The probe is
mounted on a traversing system, and measurements are performed
at different locations in the wake.

The flow-induced vibrations are measured with the help of an
accelerometer and a laser vibrometer. The piezoelectric acceler-
ometer whose resonance frequency is 54 kHz is fitted on the pro-
file support and a portable laser vibrometer is used to survey the
hydrofoil wall vibrations. The measurement principle of the laser
vibrometer is based on the detection of the frequency shift of the
reflected laser beam according to the doppler effect; the frequency
shift being directly related to the displacement velocity of the wall
in the laser direction. The location of the vibration amplitude mea-
surements points is shown in Fig. 4. Hydrofoil vibration measure-
ments are synchronized with the accelerometer signal used as a
reference. The amplitude and the phase of the hydrofoil motion
for each measurement point are measured and the eigenmode is
identified for the detected hydro-elastic coupling. The data acqui-
sition system has 16 bits A/D resolution, 16 inputs, a memory
depth of 1 MSamples per channel, and a maximum sampling fre-
quency of 51.2 kHz per channel.

Fig. 1 EPFL high speed cavitation tunnel
Fig. 2 Blunt truncated NACA 0009 hydrofoil
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The vortical structures in the wake are visualized with the help
f a high speed digital camera. The CCD image resolution is
12�192 pixels at 10,000 frames/s, and the exposure time may
e adjusted down to 10 �s.

luid-Structure Interactions in Cavitation Free Regime
The waterfall spectra of the laser vibrometer signals is pre-

ented in Fig. 5 for different upstream velocities. Most of the
pectral energy is concentrated around a frequency that increases
ith the upstream velocity. We have identified this frequency as

he shedding frequency of von Kármán vortices. The amplitude of
he induced vibration changes according to the upstream velocity:
s the vortex-shedding frequency approaches one of the natural
requencies of the combined fluid-structure system, the coupling
akes place with a significant increase of noise and vibration lev-
ls. The vortex-shedding frequency is “locked” onto the structural
igenfrequency that is 900 Hz for flow velocity ranging from
1 m/s to 13 m/s; i.e., Reh=35,000 to 42,000. In addition to the
nergy at the vortex-shedding frequency, all the spectra show en-
rgy for this eigenfrequency.

The vortex-shedding frequency normalized by the lock-in fre-
uency and derived from the laser vibrometer and the accelerom-
ter signals is presented in Fig. 6 as a function of the flow veloc-
ty. Both measuring techniques provide equivalent signal time
istory. A linear relationship between the vortex-shedding fre-
uency and the upstream velocity is observed provided that no

Fig. 3 Sketch of the double laser optical probe

ig. 4 Location of the hydrofoil vibration amplitude measure-

ent points
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hydrofoil resonance frequencies are excited. For such a lock-off
regime, the generation process of von Kármán vortices occurs at
constant Strouhal number, i.e., St=0.24. The hydrofoil trailing
edge vibration amplitude at the vortex shedding frequency is also
evidenced in Fig. 6.

In lock-in conditions corresponding to 11–13 m/s upstream
velocities, we observe the increase and decrease of the vibration
amplitude. As the upstream velocity is increased and decreased,
neither shedding frequency nor vibration amplitude reveal a hys-
teresis effect. For the above-mentioned lock-in condition, the hy-
drofoil wall vibration is surveyed by laser vibrometer measure-
ments. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the modal shape is identified as the
first torsion mode. The maximum vibration amplitude of the trail-
ing edge is up to 0.2�10−3 m. For this condition, the vibration is
found to be large enough to dominate the unsteady flow field and
a self-controlled vibration is induced.

Fluid-Structure Interactions’ Influence on Cavitation
Inception

Bubbles are initiated in the individual vortices’ centers, where
the minimum pressure is reached. As previously described, mod-
els for cavitation inception in the wake of bluff bodies have al-
ready been proposed. The method is based on the known pressure
distribution for either Rankine or Oseen models. Relating the vor-

Fig. 5 Waterfall spectra of the laser vibrometer signals for dif-
ferent upstream velocities

Fig. 6 Shedding frequency of von Kármán vortices and vibra-
tion amplitude of the hydrofoil trailing edge for different up-

stream velocities
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ex core diameter to the boundary-layer thickness, the method
eads to a linear �i��Reh law, which correctly predicts the cor-
elation between the cavitation inception index and the Reynolds
umber for the considered range of upstream velocities. Although
uccessful in describing the cavitation inception for fixed bluff
odies, none of these studies provides a direct insight into the role
f the trailing edge vibration on the cavitation occurrence. In the
resent study, the cavitation index inception values are presented
n Fig. 8 as a function of the square root of the Reynolds number.
istinctions are made between lock-in and lock-off conditions.
For lock-off conditions, a linear tendency between the cavita-

ion inception index and the square root of the Reynolds number
s evidenced in Fig. 8 and is in accordance with former models.
or lock-in conditions corresponding to the torsion mode, the
avitation inception index is significantly higher than for the lock-
ff conditions. The trailing edge vibration adds dynamic effects in
he generation process of von Kármán vortices. The differences
��i� between the cavitation inception number in lock-in condi-
ion and the value derived from the linear regression of the cavi-
ation inception numbers in lock-off condition is calculated and
lotted in Fig. 9 as a function of the square of the hydrofoil
railing edge vibration velocity Ay� scaled by the upstream velocity

ref. A clear linear relationship between ��i and Ay�
2 /Cref

2 is
chieved. The former models for wake cavitation inception have
o be extended by taking into account the hydrofoil trailing edge
isplacement velocity as:

�i = a + b�Re + c
Ay�

2

Cref
2 �1�

urthermore, if a cavitation free streamwise vortex is simply mod-
led as a Rankine vortex, the pressure pc within the core of diam-
ter a, is given by

ig. 7 Survey of the hydrofoil wall vibration amplitude for
ock-in condition; Cref=12 m/s

ig. 8 von Kármán vortices cavitation inception index versus

he square root of the Reynolds number

ournal of Fluids Engineering
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pref − pc = �� �

2	a
�2

�2�

At the cavitation inception in the vortex, the core pressure reaches
the vapor pressure, i.e., pc= pv. According to the definition of the
cavitation inception index, the relation �2� yields the following
expression for the vortex strength �:

�

a
= 	Cref

�2�i �3�

By using the relation �3�, the ratio � /a is evaluated for both
lock-in and lock-off conditions. The observations of the vapor
core size at cavitation inception for different upstream velocities
under lock-in conditions and different vibration levels did not
show any evidence of significant size changes. Therefore, it is
believed that the influence of blade vibratory motion on the vis-
cous core of the vortex is negligible and allows us to assume a
constant core diameter. The differences �� between the calculated
strength in lock-in condition and the value derived from the linear
regression of the strength in lock-off condition � are then derived
and plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of the trailing edge vibration
velocity scaled by the upstream velocity Ay� /Cref. In Fig. 10, a
linear trend for the vortex strength increase in relation to the trail-
ing edge vibratory velocity is observed. We have also presented
the corresponding value found from the comparison of the wake
structure for a stationary and oscillating cylinder �14� and this
value matches remarkably well the linear relationship derived
from our measurements. As mentioned by Davies �14�, this in-
crease in vortex strength is important in terms of fluid-structure
interaction, since it implies that the hydrofoil trailing edge veloc-
ity increases the fluctuating forces on the body and this effect is
additional to any increased spanwise coherent length, as observed
for the resonance condition.

Fig. 9 Difference between the cavitation inception number in
lock-in condition and the value derived from the linear regres-
sion of the cavitation inception numbers in lock-off condition
versus the square of the hydrofoil trailing edge vibration veloc-
ity scaled by the upstream velocity

Fig. 10 Relative vortex strength for lock-in condition versus

the hydrofoil vibration amplitude
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avitation Development in Lock-Off Conditions
Two pairs of top-view photographs of cavitating vortex street in

ock-off condition for two upstream velocities are presented in
ig. 11. It is observed that the wake exhibits 3D instabilities. The
istortions and the spatial randomness of the vortical structures
re evidenced. As already mentioned, the test section walls at both
nds of the hydrofoil generate vorticity that can alter the 2D ad-
ection of the vortex street. The coherence length is, therefore,
horter as compared to the hydrofoil span.

For different values of cavitation index at 16 m/s upstream
elocity, the waterfall spectra of the laser vibrometer signals is
resented in Fig. 12, and shows notable influences of cavitation:
s soon as the cavitation appears in the core of the von Kármán
ortices �� /�i=1�, a significant increase of the shedding fre-
uency but also of the structural vibration amplitude is observed.
s the cavitation index is further reduced, the shedding frequency
eeps increasing in an almost linear way and exceeds by 15% the
avitation free regime value. Although the shedding frequency
ncrease with the development of the cavitation has already been
bserved in previous research for flow around wedges, the above-

ig. 11 Top-view photographs of von Kármán vortex street
avitation in lock-off conditions

ig. 12 Waterfall spectra of the laser vibrometer signals for

ifferent values of cavitation index and for lock-off condition

70 / Vol. 129, AUGUST 2007
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mentioned increase of the vortex-induced vibration at early stage
of cavitation has not been reported earlier. When the cavitation is
fully developed �� /�i
0.4�, the vibration amplitude drops and
the vortex structures merge to form a single vapor cavity at the
trailing edge. Moreover, all the spectra show energy at 900 Hz
corresponding to the eigenfrequency of the torsion mode.

The cavitation effects on the vortices’ reduced advection veloc-
ity C*=CKármán /Cref and the intervortex spacing h /A is presented
in Fig. 13. The results correspond to a lock-off condition with an
upstream velocity of 16 m/s. The distance from the trailing edge
is 0.02 m, which is sufficiently far downstream from the vortex
generation zone. It is observed that the vortices’ advection veloc-
ity increases with the cavitation development as much as 4% for
��=0.4. This increase is linear and occurs as soon as the cavita-
tion appears in the wake. By using the measurements of the vor-
tices’ advection velocity and their corresponding shedding fre-
quencies, the intervortex spacing is evaluated by

A�t� = x�t + T� − x�t� =	
t

t+T

CKármán���d� �4�

where x�t� is the position of a vortex at time t and T is the vortex-
shedding period. The ratio h /A is plotted for several cavitation
index values in Fig. 13. Since the intervortex spacing is found to
decrease for decreasing cavitation index, the ratio h /A increases
with the development of the cavitation. h /A can be considered as
an approximation of the spacing ratio B /A. In Fig. 13, for cavita-
tion inception, the spacing ratio value reaches 0.27, which is close
to the value 0.281 predicted by the von Kármán stability theory.

At the present stage, it becomes obvious that cavitation cannot
be considered as a passive agent for the visualization of the tur-
bulent wake flow. It is believed that the shedding frequency in-
crease with the development of the cavitation can be explained by
the interpretation of the description of the vortex street formation
made by Gerrard �23�. The description postulates that a vortex
continues to grow, fed by circulation from its connected shear
layer, until it is strong enough to draw the opposing shear layer
across the near wake. Sridhar and Katz �16� show that few micro-
scopic bubbles fragment the core of the vortex into two regions
with peak vorticities that are 20% higher than the original maxi-
mum vorticity. In the cavitating growing vortex, this higher vor-
ticity draws sooner the opposing shear layer across the wake than
in the cavitation free vortex. Consequently, the approach of oppo-
sitely signed vorticity cuts off sooner the supply of circulation to
the growing vortex. The vortex shedding frequency is thus in-
creased. Furthermore, the increase of the hydrofoil vibration at
cavitation inception is likely attributed to the above-mentioned
vorticity increase. In addition, as the vorticity increases and as-
suming a constant vortex core diameter, the maximum tangential
velocity of the vortices and, therefore, their advection velocities

Fig. 13 Reduced advection velocity of the vortices and spac-
ing ratio of the vortex street versus cavitation index for lock-off
condition
increase. Considering a Rankine vortex, Arndt and Keller �17�
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stablished that the maximum velocity in the cavitating vortex is
2 higher than in the noncavitating vortex and support our claim.
s the vortex-shedding frequency and advection velocity increase,

he intervortex spacing decreases for stability of the vortex street.

avitation Development in Lock-In Conditions
For lock-in, the trailing edge vibration leads to more organized

ake structures. When the torsion mode is excited, the transverse
otion of the trailing edge significantly increases the coherent

ength of the vortex street, and parallel vortex shedding takes
lace as evidenced in Fig. 14.

Frames of high speed visualizations of the von Kármán vortex
treet for lock-in condition are presented in Fig. 15 for moderated
avitation development �� /�i=0.85�, and full cavitation develop-
ent �0.7�. The five frames from top to bottom represent one

eneration cycle of a pair of von Kármán vortices. It can be ob-
erved that during the motion of the trailing edge from its mini-
um lower to its maximum upper transverse location, the volume

ig. 14 Top-view photographs of cavitation von Kármán vor-
ex street for lock-in condition „first torsion mode…

Fig. 15 Frame series of von Kármán
torsion mode; Cref=12 m/s… and for

„right… � /�i=0.7
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of vapor in the recirculation zone increases and starts rolling up
without being advected by the mean flow. When the hydrofoil
reaches its maximum displacement, the vortex detaches from the
trailing edge and accelerates in the hydrofoil wake. As soon as the
upper vortex has been detached, the lower one is generated in a
similar way during the backward motion of the hydrofoil. Besides
the primary von Kármán vortices, the wake also exhibits second-
ary vortices for the developed cavitation condition � /�i=0.7. Ac-
cording to these visualizations, the roll-up of the separated shear
layers takes place precisely at the rear face of the body. Therefore,
we conceive that the displacement velocity of the trailing edge
strongly acts on the generated vortices’ strength, as previously
evidenced.

As the vortex-shedding frequency tends to increase with the
cavitation development, it is found possible to enable or disable
hydro-elastic couplings just by permitting a sufficient cavitation
development while keeping the upstream velocity constant. In
Figs. 16 and 17, it is shown how the hydrofoil resonance is dis-

rtex street for lock-in condition „first
cavitation indices „left… � /�i=0.85,

Fig. 16 Waterfall spectra of the acceleration signals for differ-
ent values of cavitation index at 12 m/s upstream velocity
vo
two
AUGUST 2007, Vol. 129 / 971
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bled when the upstream velocity is maintained at 12 m/s, for
hich the torsion mode is excited in a cavitation free regime. In
ig. 16, waterfall spectra of the accelerometer signals for different
alues of cavitation index are presented. Figure 17 illustrates the
ortex shedding frequency fs, normalized by its corresponding
alue for the cavitation free regime fs����i� versus the cavita-
ion index. As the cavitation appears in the wake and develops, the
ortex-shedding frequency increases, but at a lower rate than in
he case out of resonance. Although the amplitude of vibration
ecreases, the resonance is maintained since the amplitudes re-
ain higher than in the lock-off condition. The structural vibra-

ion therefore tends to control the unsteady flow field and forces
he vortices to be shed near the eigenfrequency. Upon further de-
rease of the cavitation index, the coupling is no longer main-
ained, so that the vortex-shedding frequency increases in a more

arked way.

onclusions
The von Kármán vortex street generated in the wake of a 2D

ydrofoil with a truncated trailing edge is investigated in the
PFL high speed cavitation tunnel. The data are obtained for a
ide range of cavitation indices and Reynolds numbers; i.e.,
eh=25�103–65�103. Combination of high speed visualiza-

ion, laser optical probe, and measurements of flow-induced vibra-
ion provides a unique way of analyzing the dynamics of the von
ármán vortex street. The mutual effects of hydrofoil vibration

nd cavitation development on the mechanism of the vortex gen-
ration are pointed out.

In cavitation free regime, the shedding frequency of von
ármán vortices occurs at a constant Strouhal number provided

hat no hydrofoil resonance frequencies are excited; i.e., lock-off.
n the case of resonance �lock-in�, the vortex-shedding frequency
s locked onto the hydrofoil eigenfrequency and the vortex coher-
nt length is significantly increased. The measurements of the hy-
rofoil wall velocity amplitude and phase reveal the first torsion
igenmotion.

It is demonstrated that cavitation developing in the vortex street
annot be considered as a passive agent for the turbulent wake
ow. In fact, for fully developed cavitation, the vortex-shedding
requency increases up to 15%, accompanied by the increase of
he vortex advection velocity and reduction of the streamwise vor-
ex spacing. In addition, a significant increase of the vortex-
nduced vibration level is found at cavitation onset, which has
ever before been reported. These effects are addressed and are
hought to be a result of the increase of the vorticity by cavitation.

The wake cavitation inception index is linearly dependent on
he square root of the Reynolds number in the lock-off regime,
hich agrees well with the earlier experimental observations.

ig. 17 Shedding frequency of von Kármán vortices versus
avitation index at 12 m/s upstream velocity
owever, in the lock-in regime, the cavitation inception index is
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significantly higher than in the lock-off case, and it is no longer
linearly dependent on the Reynolds number. For the cavitation
inception index, a new correlation relationship that encompasses
the entire range of Reynolds numbers, including both the lock-off
and the lock-in cases, is proposed and validated. In contrast to the
earlier models, the new correlation takes into account the trailing
edge displacement velocity. In addition, it is found that the trans-
verse velocity of the trailing edge increases the vortex strength
linearly. This effect is important in the context of the fluid-
structure interaction, since it implies that the velocity of the hy-
drofoil trailing edge increases the fluctuating forces on the body.
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Nomenclature
A � vortex row spacing, m

Ay�fs ,x ,z� � hydrofoil vibration amplitude for the shedding
frequency fs at coordinates �x ,z�, m

Ay� � hydrofoil vibration velocity, m/s
b � hydrofoil span, m
B � distance between vortex rows, m

Cref � reference velocity at the test section inlet, m/s
CKármán � vortex advection velocity, m/s

C* � reduced advection velocity, C*=CKármán /Cref
fs � vortex shedding frequency, Hz
f t � hydrofoil torsion eigenfrequency, Hz
L � hydrofoil chord length, m

pinlet � reference pressure at the test section inlet, bar
pv � vapor pressure, bar

Reh � Reynolds number, Reh=Crefh /
St � Strouhal number, St= fsh /Cref
h � hydrofoil trailing edge thickness, m
� � incidence angle of the hydrofoil, deg
� � cavitation index, �=2�pinlet− pv� /�Cref

2

�i � cavitation inception index
� � kinematic viscosity, m2/s
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